
2017 “Zingy” Sauvignon Blanc
Proudly Grown, Produced and Bottled on our Santa Ynez Valley estate

Overview  Crisp, fresh and positively zingy, this elegant
    wine is all about the pure essence of our
    Estate-grown Sauvignon blanc. Oysters   
   anyone?
.....................................................................................................
Blend  100% Sauvignon Blanc
.....................................................................................................
Specs  13.3% Alcohol, 3.22 pH, 7.5 g/L acidity
.....................................................................................................
Production 310 cases bottled December 2017
.....................................................................................................

In the Vineyard
The excitement of our estate harvest each year begins with a Sauvignon Blanc pick, which began 
on August 30 in our “Oasis” Block 2. Each of the five blocks of Sauvignon Blanc are harvested (and 
pressed) separately, and it is always exciting to find that special lot of “zingy” Sauvignon Blanc. 
The 2017 designation was given to grapes from “The Big Block” (Block 6) Clone 1 with a dash of 
Musqué from Block 1. All are, of course, own-rooted.

The Vintage
Although some nice rain in the winter replenished soils, we remain in a “moderate drought” condi-
tion. Warm springtime temperatures were coupled with higher than normal humidity, followed by 
high winds, but grape-set was good. Sustained triple-digit heat waves throughout the summer 
accelerated ripening, and Sauvignon Blanc has night-harvested August 30- September 2, 2017.

Winemaking
The grapes were night-harvested by hand and immediately transported to the winery and then 
gently fed into the press. Whole cluster pressed over a period of about an hour, the juice was 
settled, then racked off solids and inoculated with VL3 yeast. Fermentation was kept slow and cold 
(60°), and malo-lactic fermentation was inhibited. That’s it - Grapes and yeast! The wine was 
lightly fined with bentonite clay and cross-flow filtered, then bottled in December of 2017. Vegan.

Tasting Notes
Not only zingy, but also zippy and zesty! Aromatics of citrus and springtime meadows leap from the 
glass. On the palate, Ruby Red grapefruit, Granny Smith apple and kiwi reminders lead to a 
minerally, clean and refreshing finish. Enjoy just chilled.
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